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1. Scope 
This specification defines the requirements for three-phase three-wire and four-wire voltage 
stabilizers suitable for alternating current- (AC-) powered cold or freezer rooms.  

 
2. Normative references 

(Use most recent version.) 
 

EMAS: European Union Eco-Management and Audit Scheme. 
IEC 60038: 2009 IEC standard voltages. 
IEC 60068-2-6: 2007 Environmental testing–Part2-6: Tests– Test Fc: Vibration (sinusoidal) 
IEC 60335-1: 2020 + AMD1: 2013 +AMD2: 2016 CSV: Household and similar electrical 
appliances – Safety - Part1: General requirements. 
IEC 61000-6-3: 2020 + AMD1: 2010 CSV Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)- Part 6-3: 
Generic standards- Emission standard for residential, commercial and light-industrial 
environments. 
IEC 61000-6-1: 2019 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)-Part 6-1: Generic standards- 
Immunity for residential, commercial and light- industrial environments. 
IEC 61000-3-2: 2018 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)– Part3-2: Limits–Limits for 
harmonic current emissions (equipment input current ≤16A per phase) 
IEC 61643-11: 2011 Low-voltage surge protective devices – Part 11 : Surge protective 
devices. 
ISO 9001: 2015 Quality Management Systems–Requirements. 
ISO 14001: 2015 Environmental management systems- Requirements with guidance for use. 
ISO/IEC 17025: 2017 General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration 
laboratories. 
ISO 20282-1: 2006 Ease of operation of everyday products-Part1: Context of use and user 
characteristics. 
IEC 60417 symbol 5017: 2024 Graphical symbols for use on equipment – Ground label 
IEC 60947-4-1: 2018 + AMD1: 2012 CSV Low-voltage switchgear and control gear - Part 
4-1: Electromechanical contactors and motor-starters. 
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Directive 2004/108/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 December 2004 
on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to electromagnetic 
compatibility and repealing Directive 89/336/EEC. 
IEC 60085: 2007 Electrical insulation - Thermal evaluation and designation. 
EN ISO 6270-1 / ASTM D2247 / EN 13523-26: 2017 Paints and varnishes - Determination 
of resistance to humidity - Part 1: Continuous condensation. 
EN ISO 6270-2 / EN 13523-25: 2017 Paints and varnishes - Determination of resistance to 
humidity - Part 2: Procedure for exposing test specimens in condensation-water 
atmospheres.  
ISO 6272 / EN 13523-5: 2014 Impact resistance - external cabinet. 
ISO 2409: 2020 Paints and varnishes – cross cut test (external cabinet). 
IEC 60898-1: 2015 Electrical accessories – Circuit breakers for overcurrent protection for 
household and similar installations – Part 1: Circuit breakers for A.C. operation 
IEC 61558-1: 2017 Safety of transformers, reactors, power supply units and combinations 
thereof - Part 1: General requirements and tests 

 
3. Terms and definitions 

Electrical withstand: The root mean square (RMS) value of the maximum input voltage that 
the device is able to continuously tolerate without any form of electrical or mechanical 
damage.  
Impulsive transient: A sudden, non–power frequency change in the steady-state condition of 
voltage, current, or both that is unidirectional in polarity – either primarily positive or 
negative. Often characterized by extremely high voltages that can drive high levels of 
current into an electrical circuit for periods ranging from a few millionths to a few 
thousandths of a second. 
In writing: communication by letter, fax or email. 
Legal manufacturer: The natural or legal person with responsibility for the design, 
manufacture, packaging and labeling of a product or device before it is placed on the market 
under their own name, regardless of whether these operations are carried out by that person 
themselves or on their behalf by a third party. 
Manufacturer: Legal manufacturer. 
Overload: A situation where an electrical device is subjected to a greater electrical load than 
what it was designed for. It results in larger than design electric current passing through 
conductors, leading to excessive generation of heat, and the risk of fire or damage to 
equipment. 
Over-voltage: Root mean square voltage greater than or equal to 110% of the nominal value 
for a period longer than a half cycle of the nominal input waveform. 
Phase failure: A loss of power on one or two phases of a three-phase system. Typically 
caused by a failed fuse, thermal overload, severed conductors, worn contacts or other types 
of mechanical failure. 
Phase imbalance: A voltage variation in a three-phase system in which the voltage 
magnitudes and/or the phase angle differences between the different phases are not equal.  
Expressed as the percentage calculated by dividing the maximum voltage deviation from the 
phase voltage average, by the three-phase voltage average. 
Rated current: The nominal current for safe operation of the device.  
Rated frequency: The nominal design frequency for safe operation of the device.  
Rated voltage: The nominal design voltage for safe operation of the device. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_current
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Reseller: A commercial entity, licensed to act on behalf of a legal manufacturer, and which 
carries product liability and warranty responsibilities no less onerous than those carried by 
the legal manufacturer. 
Short circuit: An accidental electrical circuit in a device with no or low resistance when 
compared to that of the normal circuit, especially one resulting from the unintended contact 
of components and consequent accidental diversion of current. 
Under-voltage: Root mean square voltage less than or equal to 90% of the nominal value for 
a period longer than a half cycle of the nominal input waveform.  
 

4. Requirements 
4.1 General 

 
A three-phase voltage stabilizer is designed for use in Walk-in Cold/Freezer Rooms 
(WICRs/FRs) for stabilization and protection against voltage fluctuations, impulsive 
transients, surges and short circuits for compression refrigeration units associated 
electronic controls, amongst other factors. The stabilization may include short or 
prolonged under- or over-voltage ranges outside the limits prescribed in the performance 
clauses below. The device may be configured for star or delta connection in the various 
different national grid utility tensions in countries. 

 
4.1.1 Technology 

 
These shall be any of the following: Electronic Tap Changing / Servo-Mechanical / 
Solid State Electronic Tap Switching / Switch-mode power converters. (New and 
emerging technologies are allowed.) 

 
4.2 Performance 
 

4.2.1 Mode of operation 
 

The device must be substantially maintenance-free, except for servo-mechanical 
types which are permitted periodic maintenance. Products that incorporate cooling 
fans are acceptable, but fans shall be thermostatically controlled to increase fan 
lifetime. All air inlets used for ventilation shall incorporate mechanisms such as, but 
not limited to, inlet protection cages that prevent the inlet from being blocked to the 
extent that it will affect device operation or lifetime.    
 

4.2.2 Nominal input and output voltage and frequency 
 

A voltage stabilizer shall be characterized as one of the following types based on 
its rated nominal input and output voltages. The first type is for countries with 
nominal 120 V voltages. The second type may be optimized for 230 V operation, 
while the third type must support multiple voltage configurations. The purchaser 
shall specify the nominal supply voltage of the third type so that the manufacturer 
can optimize the product before delivery. 
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Type Nominal phase-to-
neutral input voltage 
& frequency 

Nominal phase-to-
phase input voltage 
& frequency 

Nominal phase-to-
neutral output 
voltage & frequency 

Nominal phase-to-
phase output voltage 
& frequency 

120 V/50-60 
Hz 

110, 115, 120, 127 
volts; 50-60 Hz 

190, 200, 208, 220 
volts; 50-60 Hz 

120 volts; 50-60 Hz 208 volts; 50-60 Hz 

230 V/50-60 
Hz 

220, 230, 240 volts; 
50-60 Hz 

380, 400, 415 volts; 
50-60 Hz 

230 volts; 50-60 Hz 400 volts; 50-60 Hz 

220-240 
V/380-415 
V/50-60 Hz 

220, 230, 240 volts; 
50-60 Hz 

380, 400, 415 volts; 
50-60 Hz 

220, 230, 240 volts; 
50-60 Hz 

380, 400, 415 volts; 
50-60 Hz 

 
Note: The above are examples of values for potential different 
countries/locations/sites. 
 
 Other, different versions of the voltage stabilizer, that are outside the scope of this 
performance specification, may be requested by the procuring agencies. 

 
 
 

4.2.3 Input voltage fluctuations 
 
The device shall stabilize its output voltage to the nominal voltage specified in Clause 
4.2.2, with tolerance as specified in Clause 4.2.7 when supplied with three-phase input 
voltage in the range applicable to its type, as shown in the table below.  
 
Reason: developing countries experience extreme national grid power supply 
fluctuations. 
 
Type Minimum phase-to-

neutral input voltage 
range 
 

Minimum phase-to-phase 
input voltage range 
 

120 V/50-60 Hz 82-159 volts 142-275 volts 

230 V/50-60 Hz 161-278 volts 278-481 volts 

220-240 V/380-415 V/50-60 Hz 168-278 volts 291-481 volts  

 
Note: The above values for three different allowable models are provided as guide for 
minimum performance requirements. Wider ranges are acceptable.  
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4.2.4 Voltage Protection 
 

Under- or Over-voltage 
 
All three phases of the device output (neutral-phases and phase-phase), must 
simultaneously be isolated (i.e. switched to 0 volt) at the limits of the manufacturer 
specified input voltage regulation range, as specified in Clause 4.2.3. When the 
input voltage for each phase is restored to a value within the applicable input 
voltage regulation range as specified by the manufacturer, the output supply must 
be restored automatically for all three phases simultaneously after a delay 
predetermined by the manufacturer. (Note: This may vary according to the specific 
individual design specification). 

 
Electrical withstand 
 
The device must be able to withstand the following minimum ranges of continuous 
input voltage levels for each phase, without suffering any form of electrical or 
mechanical damage or failure: 

 
 
 
 
 

 
When testing, the high withstand, voltage shall be applied in a way that it rises 
from “in range” (e.g. 230 V phase-to-neutral for a 230 V stabilizer) to the 
maximum level (e.g. 415 V) within 3 seconds. 
 
Note: The actual voltage ranges that the device is able to continuously withstand 
may be larger than the minimum voltage ranges specified above. 

 
Impulsive Transients 
 
The device must be equipped with an impulsive transient protection system capable 
of protecting each input phase to the following minimum specifications, allowing 
the device to continue operating after a maximum rated impulsive transient event 
on each individual input phase without any form of mechanical or electrical failure, 
damage or arc flash between conductors and/or components: 
 

Type  
Minimum continuous 
phase-to-neutral input 
voltage range 

Minimum continuous 
phase-to-phase input 
voltage range 

120 V/50-60 Hz 0-220 volts 0-381 volts 

230 V/50-60 Hz 0-415 volts 0-718 volts 

220-240 V/380-415 
V/50-60 Hz 0-415 volts 0-718 volts 
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Type  

Maximum 
continuous 
operating 
voltage 
(MCOV) 

Nominal Discharge 
Current (In, 15 x 
impulses, tested with 
an 8/20μs pulse 
current waveform) 

Maximum Discharge 
Current (Imax, 1 x 
impulse, tested with 
an 8/20μs pulse 
current waveform) 

120 V/50-60 
Hz 

220 volts or 
above 2 kA or above 8 kA or above 

230 V/50-60 
Hz  

400 volts or 
above 2 kA or above 8 kA or above 

220-240 
V/380-415 
V/50-60 Hz  

415 volts or 
above 2 kA or above 8 kA or above 

 
All residual voltage impulsive transients, after passing through the voltage stabilizer 
and onto the full load under full boost condition, must have peak amplitudes less 
than the following when tested with a nominal discharge current (In) impulsive 
transient (waveform 8/20 μs): 

 
Type  Maximum residual phase-to-neutral 

voltage 

120 V/50-60 Hz 600 volts or below 

230 V/50-60 Hz 1000 volts or below 

220-240 V/380-415 V/50-60 Hz  1000 volts or below 
 

Phase Failure and Reversal 
 
The device must be able to detect a phase failure on one or more of the input phases 
and should isolate all the output phases (i.e. switch all output phases to 0 volt) in the 
event of such a failure. The device must also be able to detect incorrect phase 
sequencing or reversal and should isolate all the three output phases (i.e. switch all 
output phases to 0 volt) in the event such a fault is detected. 
.  
Output supply of the device must be automatically and simultaneously restored for 
all three phases (i.e. with no user intervention needed) within a predetermined delay 
period (manufacturers to state delay period with respect to their device design) after 
the phase failure or reversal has been corrected. (It is acceptable to also have the 
ability to manually reset.) 
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Overload 
 
The device must disconnect from supply power within the following maximum 
disconnect time, when connected to a load that exceeds the maximum rated capacity 
of the device by the corresponding overload factor (rated capacity x overload factor): 
 
Maximum disconnect time Overload factor 

120 seconds  1.5 

10 seconds 7.2 
 
Note: This is an adapted version of similar guidance according to IEC 60947-4-1 
Class 10A. (Other optional design guidance on this requirement is acceptable.) 
 
It must be possible to reconnect the phase inputs to supply power manually or 
automatically when the overload condition has been resolved, with the requirement 
that a minimum predetermined period should have elapsed since the disconnection 
from supply power.  
 
Short Circuit 
 
The device must disconnect all three phases from supply power within 100 ms in the 
event of a short circuit occurring downstream from the device, with instantaneous 
tripping current characteristics corresponding to Type C circuit protective devices as 
stipulated in IEC 60898-1. (Other recognized international Standards/options are 
acceptable.)  
 
Note: It must be possible to reconnect manually or automatically to mains power 
when the short circuit has been resolved, with the requirement that a minimum 
predetermined period should have elapsed since disconnection from mains power.   

 
4.2.5 Capacity rating 

 
Capacity rating (kVA) shall match the total power consumption of the load, i.e. the 
WICR/FR, inclusive of all its accessories. The designed capacity shall meet both the 
inrush/startup current of the inductive load of the WICR/FR, as well as the peak 
current over the full voltage regulation range. Under fully rated load conditions there 
must be 10 successful compressor starts out of 10. 
 

4.2.6 Input frequency fluctuations 
 
The device must tolerate input frequency fluctuations up to ±3.0 Hz continuously, 
±4.0 Hz up to an hour, ±5.0 Hz for 10 minutes (equal frequency fluctuation across all 
phases). This is an adapted version of similar guidance from EN60950 standards. 
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4.2.7 Output voltage accuracy 

 
Accuracy 
 
Maximum plus (+) 4% or minus (-) 4% or better of the nominal output voltages set 
out in the table in Clause 4.2.2, zero to full load, over the full input voltage 
regulation range specified by the manufacturer in accordance with Clause 4.2.3. This 
is to be tested in accordance with the EN60950 standards. 
 
Phase Balancing 
 
Output voltage imbalance between the phases with the lowest and highest output 
voltages respectively, must never be more than 10 % of the average voltage value 
measured across all three-output phases. In the event that the phase imbalance 
cannot be contained within 10%, all three output phases should be isolated (i.e. all 
output phases switched to 0 volt).  It is acceptable for this threshold to be customer 
adjustable, on condition that the default value is 10%. 
 

4.2.8 Efficiency 
 
Device efficiency must be greater than or equal to 92% at full load. 
 

4.2.9 Stability 
 
Voltage regulation performance, as required in Clauses 4.2.3 – 4.2.7, must be stable 
for all power factors for the respective input voltages.  

 
4.2.10 Harmonic distortion 

 
Manufacturer shall certify that the total harmonic distortion induced or allowed on 
each of the three output phases is less than 3%. 

 
4.2.11 Bypass switch 

 
Manual bypass switch 
 
The device must be equipped with a fully rated manual bypass switch capable of fully 
bypassing (isolating) the voltage stabilizer and concurrently connect the cold/freezer 
room directly to the mains power supply in the event of a stabilizer malfunction or 
failure. 
 
The bypass switch must be manual. 
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4.2.12 Insulation materials 
 
Manufacturer shall certify that electrical insulation materials used in device 
construction complies with Class 180 (H) or higher, as specified in IEC 60085. 
 

4.2.13 Corrosion resistance of enclosure 
 
Manufacturer shall certify compliance that internal and external cabinet, lid and 
frame are protected against corrosion as appropriate to: ENISO6270-1/ 
ASTMD2247/EN13523-26 Determination of resistance to humidity–Part 1: 
Continuous condensation; ENISO6270-2/EN13523-25 Determination of resistance 
to humidity- Part 2: Procedure for exposing test specimens in condensation-water 
atmospheres; ISO6272/EN13523-5 Impact resistance–external cabinet; and 
ISO2409 Paints and varnishes–crosscut test (external cabinet). 
 

4.2.14 Electrical safety 
 
Manufacturer shall certify compliance with IEC 60335-1. Component transformers 
shall comply with IEC 61558-1. 
 
The equipment shall comply with applicable safety codes and statutory regulations 
of the locality where the equipment is to be installed. 
 
The procurement agency of the equipment shall enquire whether the equipment 
specifications comply with the applicable safety codes and statutory regulations of 
the country/location where the equipment is to be installed. 
 
Reason: 

1. Statutory regulations and codes differ for different countries 
2. No standards have been developed in some developing countries  

 
4.2.15 Electromagnetic compatibility 

 
To ensure the product meets EMC emissions requirements, legal manufacturer must 
certify compliance to the latest version of IEC 61000-6-3. 
 
To ensure the product meets EMC immunity requirements, legal manufacturer must 
certify compliance with the requirements of the latest version of IEC 61000-6-1. 
 
To ensure the product meets EMC harmonic distortion requirements where 
appropriate, legal manufacturer must certify compliance with the requirements of the 
latest version of IEC 61000-3-2.  
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4.2.16 Robustness 
 

Electrical 
 
The device must reliably operate under a 100% (or continuous) duty cycle. 
 
Mechanical 
 
The device, when packaged in the manufacturer’s standard packaging material, must 
withstand the vibration tests specified in IEC60068-2-6 as well as the mechanical 
strength tests specified in IEC60950-1 (Clause 4.2) and thermal requirements 
specified in IEC60950-1 (Clause 4.5) without suffering mechanical damage or 
functional failure. (Any other international standard that closely matches the above is 
acceptable.) 
 

4.2.17 Protection against dust and water ingress 
 

Voltage stabilizers for cold or freezer room applications may be installed in 
environments that are dusty or humid. The design of the device should ensure that it 
is not damaged by dust penetration (e.g. conformal coating for circuit boards). The 
enclosure shall have a minimum ingress protection rating of IP21. 
 

4.2.18 Markings 
 
The device enclosure must be clearly marked to show the following: 

• Manufacturer name/Year of manufacture. 
• Serial number 
• Number of the standard confirming, i.e. ISO/IEC 
• Type of line voltage corrector, i.e. Servo Motor Operated. 
• Number of phases (i.e. three-phase) 
• Type of cooling 
• Class of insulation 

 
The top of the device enclosure must also carry a waterproof label carrying the 
following user information in minimum 18-point lettering and in the language 
requested in the order: 

• ‘Voltage stabilizer for compression cycle cold or freezer rooms.’ 
• ‘DO NOT connect to more than one cold room, freezer room, or combined 

cold/freezer room’. 
 

In case of metal-enclosed devices, all grounding terminals on the enclosure must be 
identified with symbol IEC 60417-5017. 
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4.3 Environmental requirements 
 

4.3.1 Ambient temperature ranges during transport, storage and use 
 
-30°C to +70°C when the product is inactive. 
-5°C to +43°C during use. 

 
4.3.2 Ambient humidity range during transport, storage and use 

 
5% to 95% RH, non-condensing. 
 

4.3.3 Audible noise level 
 
Less than 50dBA at one meter or compliance to ANSI/ASA S3.21-2004 (R 2009). If 
not to this standard, indicate the standard or noise level that the device conforms. 
 

4.4 Physical characteristics 
 

4.4.1 Overall dimensions 
 

No restrictions. 
 

4.4.2 Weight 
 

No restrictions. 
 
4.5 Interface requirements 
 

4.5.1 Compatibility with electronic circuits 
 

Cold or freezer rooms may contain non-adjustable electronic thermostats and 
electronic thermometers. The voltage stabilizer must not allow supply voltage 
fluctuations, which could damage such components, to pass through to the cold or 
freezer room controls. 
 
 

4.6 Human factors 
 

4.6.1 General 
 
In accordance with the general principles laid out in ISO20282-1, the design of the 
device shall be easy to operate. In particular, indicator lights and indicator light 
labeling must be designed so that interpretation is not confusing for color blind users. 
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4.6.2 Control panel 
 
The device must incorporate full input and output voltage indicators per phase, in 
combination with status indicators that indicate when each phase’s input voltage is 
within the input voltage regulation range specified by the manufacturer within which 
nominal output voltage, as specified in Clause 4.2.2, can be guaranteed. Status 
indicators should also be included to indicate major faults such as under and over 
voltages, phase failures, phase reversals and phase imbalances. 
 
Displays and other status indicators must be positioned on the front or top of the unit. 
 

4.7 Materials 
 

4.7.1 Restricted materials 
 
The product and its constituent components must not contain lead, mercury, 
cadmium, hexavalent chromium, poly brominated biphenyls (PBB) or poly 
brominated biphenyl ethers (PBDE). 

 
4.8 Warranty 

 
The product shall be covered by a two-year replacement warranty in the event of any 
component failure arising from defective design, materials or workmanship. 

 
4.9 Servicing provision 

 
The product shall be designed to achieve a substantially maintenance-free life of not less 
than 10 years, apart from occasional cleaning and the replacement of user-accessible fuses, 
if any. 

 
4.10 Disposal and recycling 

 
The manufacturer shall provide information to the buyer on the hazardous materials 
contained within the system and suggestions for resource recovery/ recycling and/or 
environmentally safe disposal. For the European Union WEEE compliance in accordance 
with European Union Directive 2002/96/EC is mandatory. 
 

4.11 Instructions 
 
User and maintenance instructions are required to be available in Arabic, Mandarin  
Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish. The instructions are to be written for users 
and repair technicians and are to cover the following topics: 
 

1. General description of equipment 
2. Approved Technical Data Sheet 
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3. Salient constructional features 
4. Technical leaflets of fittings/ important parts 
5. All drawings 
6. Type and routine test certificates 
7. Instructions to be followed on receipt of equipment at site and for storage 
8. Instructions for foundation arrangement 
9. Installation procedures  
10. Pre-commissioning checks 
11. Commissioning procedures 
12. Withdrawal arrangement/material handling instructions 
13. Operation instructions 
14. Maintenance instructions 
15. Itemized list of spare parts including part numbers 
16. Trouble-shooting 
17. Safety instructions 
18. End-of-life resource recovery and recycling procedures 

 
4.12 Training 

 
Not required. 

 
4.13 Verification 

 
In accordance with PQS verification protocol E007/VS02-VP.1 

 
5. Packaging 

Materials used for packaging the finished product are to be free of ozone-depleting compounds 
as defined in the Montreal Protocol and the Kigali amendment of 2016. The general 
specification of shipping containers will be subject to agreement with the individual 
procurement agencies, but packaging in general should be strong export packaging able to 
withstand rough handling during transit. 

 
6. On-site installation 

Installation on site is not a requirement. However, installation instruction manual shall be 
provided. 
 

 
7. Product dossier 

The legal manufacturer or reseller is to provide WHO with a prequalification dossier 
containing the following: 

• Dossier examination fee in US dollars. 
• General information about the legal manufacturer, including name and address. 
• Unique identification reference for the product type. 
• Full specifications of the product being offered, covering all the requirements set out 
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in this document, including details of product marking and traceability. 
• Photographs of the product clearly showing all sides of the device, including 

indicator lights and product identification labeling. 
• Certified photocopies of all type-approvals obtained for the product, including CE 

marking and the like. 
• Certified photocopies of the legal manufacturer’s ISO 9001 quality system 

certification. 
• Where relevant, certified photocopies of the legal manufacturer’s ISO 14001 

certification, EMAS registration or registration with an equivalent environmental 
audit scheme. Conformity with an environmental audit scheme is not mandatory; 
however, preference will be given to manufacturers who are able to demonstrate 
compliance with good environmental practice. 

• Certified photocopies of the testing laboratory’s ISO/IEC 17025 certification. 
• Where available, laboratory test report(s) proving conformity with the product 

specifications. 
• Indicative cost of the product per unit, EXW (Incoterms 2010). 

 
8. On-site maintenance 

The end-user and/or his agents shall carry out planned Preventive Maintenance (PPM). 
 

9. Change notification 
The legal manufacturer or reseller is to advise WHO in writing of any changes which might 
adversely affect the performance of the product once WHO prequalified status has been 
granted. 

 
10. Defect reporting 

The legal manufacturer or reseller shall advise WHO and the UN purchasing agencies in 
writing in the event of safety-related product recalls, component defects and other similar 
events. 
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Revision history  
 

Date Change summary Reason for change Approved 

 None - New Specification   
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